The discrete wavelet transform is essential for several image compression applications such as Jpeg2000 encoding. In this area, time-effective execution represents a hot-spot for software realisations targeting microprocessor-based System-on-Chip platforms. The discrete wavelet transform software was redesigned to enhance its performance over a parallel single-instructionmultiple-data (SIMD) architecture built onto very-long-instructions-word processing elements. All major aspects affecting the processing speed were focused on: the penalties deriving from datacache stalls have been massively eased whereas optimal exploitation of the platform vector processing capabilities has been pursued by instruction-level optimisations. Overall, up to 72% savings was attained in the runtime with respect to a conventional implementation.
Introduction
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) represents a major stage for intra-component decorrelation in the field of image coding applications. Specifically, the possibility of performing fully reversible integer-to-integer transforms in finite-precision arithmetic grants such techniques enormous interest for image-processing algorithms combining both lossless and lossy modes of compression [1, 2] . The lifting scheme [3] is a well known approach to preserve the reversibility of the operation behind the round-off induced by integer representation of the floating-point coefficients. From the implementation perspective, the lifting scheme allows for in-place calculation of the transformed coefficients [4] , which alleviates the realisation cost in terms of both memory and computational effort with respect to traditional convolution-based methods.
The Jpeg2000 standard [5] specifies the usage of the twodimensional DWT on a tile basis (sequential applications of one-dimensional DWTs along the columns and rows of the input image tile) before the main encoding process (Fig. 1) . In turn, individual one-dimensional transforms involve the application of high-pass and low-pass filters to the column/row pixels, respectively. Although many different types of wavelet transforms have been devised and characterised in a number of previous works [1, 2] , the Jpeg2000 standard only includes two default filterbanks, namely the reversible LT 5/3 (LeGall and Tabatabai) for both lossless and lossy coding, and the irreversible CDF 9/7 (Cohen, Daubechies and Feauveau) for lossy coding only. Through DWT filtering, the tile is split into four sub-bands, LL, HL, LH and HH, respectively, each one carrying specific frequency information (either low-or high-frequency contents in either the vertical or horizontal directions). The deinterleaving step, specified in the standard, allows to encapsulate the post-filtering scattered coefficients belonging to different sub-bands into spatially contiguous blocks (Fig. 2) . In the Jpeg2000 jargon, a set of sub-bands is addressed as a resolution level. Reiterating the DWT on the LL sub-band, that is, adding further decomposition levels, allows to enhance the resolution of the final compressed byte code by increasing the number of embedded resolution levels. Fig. 1 shows a block view of Jpeg2000. For purely hardware implementations, researchers chiefly focused on speeding up the highly inefficient back-end encoding phases (Embedded Block Coding with Optimized Truncation, EBCOT [6] ). However, the need for in-depth optimisation has been also stressed for software solutions [7, 8] , which represent outstanding alternatives for System-on-Chip processor-based designs including flexible multimediaprocessing facilities. In particular, the considerable weight of the software DWT [4, 9] and the importance of its acceleration [7, 10] has been extensively claimed. In previous works, alternative strategies and diverse microprocessor architectures have been explored [4, 10, 11] .
The goal of our work is 2-fold. First, we outline an optimisation approach to significantly smooth the execution time of the DWT for both lossless and lossy image compression. Although we focused on the speedup of the encoder side of Jpeg2000 as being most critical for a number of wide-spread commercial applications (like real-time compression and storage of pictures in digital imaging), extension of our proposals to the decoder is straightforward. Besides, we discuss the efficiency of a specific microarchitecture based on multiple, specialised very-long-instruction-word (VLIW) cores operating in dual-level SIMD modes tailored for efficient vector processing. We demonstrate that hardware-aware optimization yields up to 72% savings in the DWT runtime with respect to a standard implementation running on the same platform. All the technical information and performance data reported here refer to research work developed at 'La Sapienza' University of Rome and do not represent any official product data of STMicroelectronics.
Previous works
Various works have attacked the acceleration of the DWT in software Jpeg2000, often by minimising the impact of data cache stalls in execution. The principle of aggregating the operation of multiple vertical transforms as well as row 
